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`Le Halua Le is the name of the upcoming Bengali film by the Soham-Payel-Hiran trio, which features Mithun Chakraborty, Haraj Mukherjee, Rajatava Datta also... `It's just a movie about love. This is a movie about happiness and sorrow. This is a film about life. ` `I love Mithun Chakraborty. He is such a talented and charismatic actor like no other. `
Ê»I love Haraj Mukherjee and he is just great. He's so charming and it's no wonder he has so many fans. ` Ê»I love Rajit Verma who looks so much like Mithun Chakraborty. That is why they play together in this film, with Mithun Chakraborty in the foreground and Rajit Verma in the background. `
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